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Introduction. Public health care delivery in South Africa aims to provide equitable access at the most appropriate level of care. We studied to what extent the acute health care needs of adults admitted to public hospitals in the Cape Town Metropole were being appropriately met.

Methods. A retrospective study was conducted of the hospital records of adults admitted to medical beds in public hospitals in Cape Town between August and November 2008. Intensive care unit patients were not included.

Results. Of 802 beds in use, the estimated occupancy was at least 95%. The average time elapsed since admission was 7.9 days; 94.3% of medical admissions were acute; 45% were severely to critically ill on admission; and co-morbid disease was present in 78.1%. Of all admissions, 31.9% were HIV-positive, and 17% had active tuberculosis. At least 396 (51.6%) patients were deemed to have required specialist or subspecialist consultation to expedite appropriate care; 386 (50.3%) accessed the appropriate level of medical care required; 339 (44.2%) accessed a more sophisticated level of care than required; and 42 (5.5%) did not access an adequate level of care. CT scan and ultrasound accounted for 59% of all restricted tests done.

Conclusions. Our findings support the plan to provide more primary care hospital facilities in the metropolitan area. Most patients needing specialist care are accessing such care, and most patients accessing a higher level of care than needed can be addressed by ensuring that they first access primary care and are referred according to protocols.


In 2002, the Department of Health (DoH) began implementing a District Health System to deliver comprehensive health care to all South Africans, a key feature of which is equitable access to health care at the most appropriate level of service provision. To achieve this goal, the Provincial Government of the Western Cape initiated The Comprehensive Service Plan (CSP) for Implementation of Health Care 2010, to guide transformation of public health care services along with an emphasis on improving and expanding primary care services while retaining specialist and subspecialist facilities within budget constraints. A second feature of the plan was dividing the province into districts, including the Cape Town Metro district which was subdivided into 8 subdistricts, each served by designated health care facilities. Since its implementation, patients seeking health care in the Cape Town Metro district are supposed to attend their designated clinic or Community Health Centre (CHC) before referral to the appropriate district, regional or central hospital.

According to the CSP, all hospital beds in the Western Cape are classified according to three levels: L1 beds are predominantly in district hospitals staffed by primary health care nurses, general practitioners, medical officers and specialist family physicians, where available; L2 beds are largely in regional hospitals staffed by specialist-led teams; and L3 beds are restricted to central hospitals staffed by specialists practicing in their subspecialty. According to the CSP, each hospital in the Cape Town Metro district is to have a mix of L1, L1/L2 or L2/L3 beds. A key feature of the plan has been reducing the number of L3 beds to significantly increase the number of L1 and L2 beds (Table I). The Western Cape Strategic Plan for Health Care had not addressed the debate about appropriate CSP bed allocations and the new Strategic Plan published in 2010.

An important debate in response to this plan is opposition by clinicians to the reduction of L3 beds in central hospitals and the reclassification of some regional hospitals to district hospitals. While more L1 beds are needed, the view has been expressed that this should not take place at the expense of L3 beds. However, the CSP states that ‘it is generally accepted that a significant proportion (± 40 - 45%) of the services currently rendered by regional hospitals can be classified as L1 services. A similar amount of services currently rendered by central hospitals could be classified as L2 services.’ We studied the acute clinical care needs of adults admitted to general medical wards in public hospitals in the Cape Town Metro district in order to address the debate about appropriate CSP bed allocations.

Methods

A retrospective cross-sectional descriptive survey was conducted of the hospital records of medical patients admitted to 11 public hospitals in the Cape Town Metropole from August to November 2008. Each hospital was surveyed on one weekday during this period. The choice of hospital and day of survey were randomly determined by the availability of the investigators. Each folder was reviewed by a general physician with subspecialist training working as a general physician at a regional hospital, and a family physician working at a district hospital.

During the survey, hospital beds were classified according to the highest level of on-site clinician expertise available, as outlined in the CSP: The Western Cape Strategic Plan for Health Care had not been published, and therefore the reclassification of some L3 beds in central hospitals, the reclassifying of GF Jooste Hospital and Victoria Hospital as district hospitals, and the conversion of some L2 beds to L1 beds in regional hospitals (New Somerset Hospital) had not taken place. Consequently, these changes are not reflected in the accompanying data.
In our study, the level of patient care deemed to be needed (L1, L2 or L3) was based on the severity of illness at presentation; the presence of co-morbid illness such as hypertension, diabetes mellitus, ischaemic heart disease, etc.; and the opinion of the investigators regarding the need for specialist or subspecialist consultation to expedite a diagnosis and institute treatment. The opinion of the experienced senior clinician investigators, after a detailed review of all the information available in the hospital folder at the time of the survey, was pivotal to the final decision, as they were able to use patient records to obtain an overall view of patients' hospital stay and their subsequent course. Despite numerous attempts to categorise the level of patient care needed using a rubric based on all the factors indicating severity and complexity of illness on presentation, we were unable to formulate a better model than the consensus opinion of the senior general physician and senior family physician.

The severity of illness at presentation was scored using the Modified Early Warning Score (MEWS)^4 that was designed to detect medical inpatients at increased risk of deterioriation and the need for urgent clinical intervention to prevent death. After validation in the UK, the MEWS has also been shown to predict the need for acute hospital admission and the risk of inpatient mortality of adult medical patients evaluated in the emergency department at a public hospital in Cape Town.5

Patients deemed suitable for inpatient care by a medical officer, with the assistance of a specialist family physician if needed, were classified as requiring L1 care; patients needing inpatient care by a general physician were classified as requiring L2 care; and patients needing inpatient care by a specialist with additional input from subspecialists were classified as requiring L3 care. This classification system was aligned with the bed classification system described in the CSP.2

We could not determine the length of hospital stay, as all surveyed patients were still hospitalised at the time of the survey, and therefore the number of days that had elapsed since admission was recorded.

Bed occupancy was estimated using the total number of adult general ward medical beds in use in regional and central hospitals in the Cape Town Metro district. The number of medical beds in district hospitals was taken to be approximately 60% of all available adult beds, since beds are not assigned to specific clinical disciplines in these hospitals. This estimate was based on a situational analysis conducted for the DOH of the Provincial Government of the Western Cape in 2007,6 and the extensive experience of the participating family physicians.

Since we aimed to define the needs of adult admissions to general medical beds, intensive care unit (ICU) beds and beds in highly specialised units such as transplant units, isolation units, coronary care units and burns units were excluded. A small number of beds in L1 and L2 facilities provide additional supportive care not readily available in general wards e.g. airway protection in an obtunded drug overdose patient, management of ongoing chest pain in a patient with an acute myocardial infarct who cannot access a bed in a coronary care unit, or a patient presenting with acute diabetic ketoacidosis requiring closely supervised fluid and insulin therapy. These ‘high care unit’ (HCU) beds were included as they play a key role in service provision in hospitals that admit severely or critically ill patients and that lack on-site ICU services.

Data were entered into an Access database and analysed using Statistica V8.

The study was approved by the Human Research Ethics Committee of the University of Cape Town.

Results

Bed occupancy

A total of 841 medical beds were listed in the CSP document for the Cape Town Metro district.7 The 802 beds we identified in use during the survey formed the basis of the survey (Table II).4 (Situation analysis of the health care needs in the Western Cape and personal communication with hospital authorities, where possible). Of the 11 hospitals surveyed, 4 were staffed by medical officers and family physicians, where available; 5 had on-site general specialist services; and the 2 central hospitals (Groote Schuur and Tygerberg) had on-site specialist and subspecialist services. Of the 802 beds, only 20 (2.5%) provided additional monitoring and support for patients needing extra care not readily available in a general ward (HCU beds). A total of 767 patient records were surveyed. All unoccupied beds were counted as usable beds. The estimated bed occupancy across the Metro district was at least 95.6%, which is an underestimation of true bed occupancy because patients ‘away from the ward’ at the time of the survey, or ‘booked’ patients not in the ward at the time, were counted as part of the denominator, i.e. as ‘empty’ active beds in use. Their hospital folders could not be reviewed because clinical case notes accompany patients leaving a ward for an investigation or procedure to be performed.

Days elapsed since admission

Overall, the average number of days elapsed since admission was 7.9 days (range 0 - 55 days). Patients considered to need L3 care had spent more time in hospital than patients thought to need L1 or L2 care (Table III). Importantly, patients in district hospitals (L1 beds) needing L2 or L3 care had at least 30% longer stays recorded than when managed by specialists or subspecialists, and the hospital stay of patients requiring L1 care was not prolonged when managed by specialists in L2 or L3 facilities.

Acutity of illness

Most medical admissions (94.3%, N=723) were acute in nature; only 44 (5.7%) were elective admissions, 40 of whom were admitted to L3 beds. Therefore, only 15.4% of patients admitted to L3 beds were non-urgent, elective admissions for further investigation and management.

Co-morbidity and severity of illness on admission

Co-morbid disease was present in 78.1% (N=599) of patients surveyed; 112 (86.8%) in L1 beds, 283 (77.5%) in L2 beds and 204

| Table 1. Proposed shift of beds between levels of care in the Cape Town Metro district |
|----------------------------------------|----------------|----------------|----------------|----------------|----------------|
| Level of care | 2004/5 | 2010 Target | 2015 Target | 2020 Target | Difference |
| L1 beds       | 208    | 1 246        | 2 055        | 2 266        | +2 058       |
| L2 beds       | 1 165  | 1 514        | 2 208        | 2 435        | +1 270       |
| L3 beds       | 2 474  | 1 460        | 1 886        | 2 089        | -405         |
| Total         | 3 847  | 4 220        | 6 149        | 6 770        | +2 923       |
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(74.7%) in L3 beds. Co-morbid conditions included diabetes mellitus, hypertension, ischaemic heart disease, asthma, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, post-TB bronchiectasis, chronic liver disease and other common conditions including symptomatic HIV infection and active tuberculosis. Noteworthy is that co-morbidity was highest in patients admitted to L1 beds.

Fig. 1 shows the distribution of MEWS (an indicator of severity of illness at presentation) for all the patients surveyed. There was a wide spread of scores, with a mean score of 2.5 (95% CI 2.4 - 2.7). Patients in L2 beds had the highest mean admission MEWS (3.3) while patients in L3 beds had the lowest mean admission MEWS (1.5).

Of patients surveyed, 27.5% were severely ill on admission with a MEWS of 3 or 4 (Table IV). A further 17.9% were critically ill with a MEWS ≥5. Therefore, 45.4% \( (N=348) \) of all medical admissions were severely to critically ill on admission; 61.4% \( (N=224) \) of severely or critically ill patients were admitted to L2 beds.

HIV and TB burden of disease
Overall, 245 (31.9%) patients had symptomatic HIV infection and a further 18 (2.3%) were suspected of being HIV-positive. A total of 61.2% of patients in L1 beds were HIV-positive (Table V); 132 (17.2%) had active tuberculosis, of whom 107 (81.1%) were admitted to L1 or L2 beds.

Inpatient consultation needed
The investigators identified the most appropriate level of care for each patient based on their overall impression of the clinical notes information. The most important considerations when making this decision were admission MEWS, the presence of co-morbid disease, and the level of clinician expertise thought to be required to make an accurate diagnosis and formulate an appropriate treatment plan.

Fig. 2 shows that 105 (81.4%) patients in L1 beds required L1 care, while 19 (14.7%) and 5 (3.4%) required L2 or L3 care, respectively;
215 (58.9%) in L2 beds only required L1 care; 36.2% (N=132) required L2 care, and 4.9% (N=18) needed L3 care. Of the 273 patients in L3 beds, 54.6% (N=149) required L3 care; 26.7% (N=73) required L2 care, and 18.7% (N=51) only required L1 care.

The main findings in Fig. 2 were that a total of 373 (93.9%) patients who needed specialist or subspecialist consultation accessed appropriate services; 44.2% of all admissions accessed an inappropriately sophisticated level of care, and only 24 (6.1%) did not access an adequate level of care.

Further evaluation of the patients admitted to L3 beds, but assessed as only requiring L1 care, showed that most had a limited spectrum of clinical problems; 66.6% had chronic heart failure, tuberculosis, cerebrovascular accident, pneumonia or drug overdose as a primary diagnosis. All were judged to be appropriate for care by an experienced medical officer or family physician with outreach by a general physician if needed.

The investigators encountered 104 patients (13.6%) in whom consensus regarding the most appropriate level of care needed was not reached. For the purpose of the study, these patients were assigned the highest level of care agreed upon by the investigators; 10 patients needed L1 care, 56 patients required L2 care, and 38 patients required L3 care.

**Investigations performed**

A total of 736 diagnostic procedures were performed of which 412 procedures, performed on 291 patients, were available at certain hospitals only; 70.4% (N=290) procedures could only be routinely done at Groote Schuur or Tygerberg hospitals. Only 3 investigations (computerised tomography (CT) scan (N=121), ultrasound (N=122) and echocardiography (N=41)) accounted for 68.9% of all restricted investigations done (Table VI).

**Special beds required**

Of 767 patients surveyed, 11.5% (N=88) required a bed for longer term care; 46 (52.3%) required a TB hospital bed; 21 (23.9%) required chronic care (long term placement); 16 (18.2%) required Hospice care and 5 (5.7%) required inpatient rehabilitation.

**Sources of referral**

A total of 41.9% of all admissions were referred from local CHCs; 220 (28.7%) were self-referred from home without prior evaluation at the nearest CHC. This referral pattern was mostly observed in patients using their own transport or ambulance to the nearest hospital at the discretion of the emergency care practitioner; the remaining 29.4% were admitted via the inpatient or outpatient services at district, regional or central hospitals. Overall, therefore, 329 (71.3%) of admissions followed the correct referral pathway either through the local CHC or via an outpatient service at one of the hospitals in Cape Town.

**Discussion**

Our survey provides an overview of the acute clinical care needs of adults admitted to general medical wards in public hospitals in a metropolitan district in South Africa. Public hospitals in the Cape Town Metro district are operating at medical bed occupancy rates >95%, which explains regular bed shortages and periodic closure of emergency units when hospitals have reached or exceeded their bed capacity. The Provincial Government of the Western Cape has recognised the need for additional hospital beds, and 2 new L1 facilities are under construction.
An important function of the highly specialised component of central hospitals is the capacity to electively evaluate complex medical problems. In this study, only 15% of central hospital admissions were elective in nature, supporting the argument that emergency admissions create a situation of ‘access block’ that currently curtails subspecialist services rendered by central hospitals. The need for more acute L1 and L2 beds to protect L3 services is being addressed.

At least 45% (N=348) of admissions were severely or critically ill, and 61% were admitted to general ward medical beds in L2 facilities since there are only approximately 20 non-ICU beds (HCU) offering additional monitoring and care facilities in the Cape Town Metro district. This case load is an additional burden on the system and lends weight to the suggestion that more HCU beds should be made available in L1 and L2 hospitals lacking ICU facilities. The data clearly demonstrate the important gatekeeping role that general specialists in L2 facilities play by dealing with a significant proportion of severely or critically ill patients. This point is borne out by the observation that the mean admission MEWS was highest for patients admitted to L2 facilities, and lowest for patients admitted to L3 general medical ward beds. The latter probably reflects the availability of on-site ICU services taking care of a significant proportion of the severely or critically ill patients admitted to these two hospitals.

The average number of days that had elapsed since admission was 7.9 days, which exceeds the Western Cape DoH’s target of 3 days. Services taking care of a significant proportion of the severely or critically ill patients. The latter probably reflects the availability of on-site ICU facilities. The data clearly demonstrate the important gatekeeping role that general specialists in L2 facilities play by dealing with a significant proportion of severely or critically ill patients. This point is borne out by the observation that the mean admission MEWS was highest for patients admitted to L2 facilities, and lowest for patients admitted to L3 general medical ward beds. The latter probably reflects the availability of on-site ICU facilities. The data clearly demonstrate the important gatekeeping role that general specialists in L2 facilities play by dealing with a significant proportion of severely or critically ill patients. This point is borne out by the observation that the mean admission MEWS was highest for patients admitted to L2 facilities, and lowest for patients admitted to L3 general medical ward beds. The latter probably reflects the availability of on-site ICU facilities.

Important factors that determine length of hospital stay include the presence of comorbid illness, high MEWS on admission, and the level of expertise required to expedite care and keep the duration of hospital stay as short as possible. In our study, 78% of hospital admissions had comorbid disease with the highest prevalence among patients admitted to L1 facilities. Furthermore, when patients requiring L2 or L3 care were admitted to an L1 facility, their stay was considerably longer than when admitted to an L2 or L3 facility. This factor endorses the need for improved specialist outreach to L1 district hospitals, e.g. once- or twice-weekly problem-oriented ward rounds where difficult cases are discussed with a view to transfer for specialist care if needed. Our data suggest that appropriate specialist input may shorten the duration of hospital stay of complex patients, admitted to L1 facilities, by up to 30%.

At least 32% of adult medical ward admissions were HIV-positive, and at least 17% had active tuberculosis. HIV-positive patients admitted to hospitals in South Africa have advanced disease, are acutely ill with opportunistic infections and/or tuberculosis co-infection, and frequently have hospital stays ≥10 days. The factors that may partly explain the anticipated hospital stay durations of adults admitted to public health care facilities in a metropolitan district of South Africa. The findings support the Provincial Government of the Western Cape’s plan to provide more primary care hospital facilities in the Cape Town Metro district. Most patients needing specialised care access such care, but a large proportion of patients are accessing a higher level of care than needed, which can be addressed by ensuring that patients first access primary care and are referred according to protocols that are being developed.
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